The Warnings Doctor Podcast

We have launched THE WARNINGS DOCTOR Podcast with Dr. Gerry Goldhaber. Tune in to learn about what every consumer desperately needs to know in order to avoid serious injury or even death. You’ll hear about the ways in which consumers, government regulators, and corporations must interact to keep you and your loved ones safe. With Dr. Gerry Goldhaber you can always find a new prescription to keep us all safe in an ever-evolving and sometimes more dangerous world. And remember, the more informed you are, the safer you will be.

Launching our new podcast is an amazing interview with:
Former FDA Reviewer Joshua Sharlin, PHD on Science, Safety & COVID-19

Dr. Joshua Sharlin describes the critical regulatory and compliance-related issues in cases involving FDA-regulated companies. He also addresses drug safety, clinical trials, and the FDA’s role in the race for a coronavirus vaccine. Dr. Sharlin shares unique insights with Dr. Gerald Goldhaber about the job that manufacturers and even journalists play as the hunt for a COVID-19 cure heats up globally.

LISTEN NOW

Following up next is:
“Do Good’s” Anne Bahr Thompson Describes How to Balance Corporate Purpose & Prosperity

“We cannot choose our external circumstances, but we can always choose how we respond to them,” Epictetus remarked. Brand Citizenship® – a win-win-win solution mutually beneficial to people, society, and the bottom line - is a core principle addressed in this business-savvy podcast. Anne Bahr Thompson works with business leaders, social entrepreneurs, and impact investors aligning purpose and profit – to strengthen loyalty, engage employees, amplify social
impact, and deliver on the SDGs. Brands which don’t live up to their purpose or values will be called out. In the era of coronavirus, businesses can help build national coalitions and collaborations to fight COVID-19. For more than 25 years Anne has counseled families and leaders across sectors – including companies, nonprofits, and foundations – to connect more deeply with purpose and values, identify a social mission, crystallize operating principles, and collaborate with like-minded partners. Businesses and leaders need to step in when government breaks down in order to reform society, the economy, and the planet in deeply meaningful ways.

LISTEN NOW

Please stay tuned to wherever you get your podcasts for many new upcoming episodes bringing new and exciting and informative subjects on a regular basis!

Please feel free to share this issue of the Goldhaber Warnings Report with any interested friends or colleagues who may wish to subscribe to this newsletter or enroll in any of my NACLE courses on warnings.